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Primetime animated television shows are experiencing an unprecedented boom, with eight series airing on five major broadcast networks and at least three others on the way. Animated hits such as The Simpsons and South Park can generate gigantic rewards for its writer-creators, including big returns from video games, merchandising, and various ancillaries. And compared to the massive $5 million to $6 million per-episode budgets of hit sitcoms like Frasier and Friends, animated half-hours are cheap to produce–running only about $2 million an episode.




In our continuing series of pros talking to pros, Written By sponsored a roundtable discussion at the WGA among eight top animation writers (who have amassed 22 Emmy nominations, 10 Emmys, a Humanitas award, and other honors). During their discussion, only one other person was present: our correspondent. 




Patric M. Verrone: Let’s begin by talking about the current landscape of animation. We now have four shows currently on Fox: Futurama, King of the Hill, Simpsons, and Family Guy. In a few weeks The PJs will return. NBC had God, The Devil, and Bob. We’re told they also have Sammy coming down the pike. ABC has Clerks soon. The WB might return Mission Hill and also has Baby Blues and The Oblongs. With that in mind the obvious question is: “Is this glut going to continue?”




“I was at ‘The Simpsons’ probably nine months before I was assigned a script, and I was happy that it was that long because it’s a very easy show to write badly. People tend to think that if there are no rules, you can do just about anything.




I believe that I could not have written a good spec ‘King of the Hill’ or ‘Simpsons’ or any of the shows around this table unless I had spent a few months trying to get the sensibility of the show and seeing what the rules are in those worlds–because they do have rules.”




Matthew Carlson: I think I just killed it. [laughter]




Patric M. Verrone: Do we think that CBS can put up an animated show?




Matthew Carlson: I don’t know if they’re looking to do that. With their demographic I’m not sure. I don’t think anybody would want to take an animated show to CBS. I don’t think they’ve sent a message that they’re looking for one.




Mike Scully: They’d have to get an animated audience first.




David X. Cohen: Really, with the exception of The Simpsons, there’s not one show here whose ratings could be described as “through the roof,” so I’m not sure they’re going to be that enthusiastic about a lot more animated video porno programs.




Mike Scully: I take no position. [laughter]




Richard Appel: You have to draw the kids in first, through the animation. Kids don’t feel guilty or stupid sitting down to watch a cartoon. Once you get the kids into it, you can kind of suck the adults in when they realize that the show is not just for kids. But there’s still a lot of adults who have a problem just sitting down to watch an animated show on their own.




David X. Cohen: Or if you are The Simpsons, you can just wait until they grow into the 18-to-49 demographic. [laughter]




Patric M. Verrone: Eleven years ago The Simpsons came on and was the first animated show since The Flintstones went off 23 years before. It took five years before King of the Hill established a beachhead. Since then we’ve had two or three other shows kind of come and go and come back and go again. I wonder, are there going to be this many at any point in the future? Eight years ago, with the exception, of Mike [Scully], none of us was in animation. We were mostly variety writers, sitcom writers, a lawyer, a graduate student–whatever. Animation wasn’t hot eight years ago. Eight years from now, where will we all be?




“We’re really only writing for adults. Matt Groening’s theory is that when you do an animated show you get the kids for free, and they are yours to lose.”

–David Cohen




Richard Appel: I wonder, too, how much the proliferation of shows is directed just by the studios or networks as much as by the writers who I worked with at The Simpsons for four years. There are a lot of advantages to doing an animated show. I think that possibly the shows that were developed after The Simpsons and after King of the Hill were also fueled by writers’ desire to work in a more protected environment, where you have a little more freedom and the production timetable is less demanding. You have more freedom in the direction of the shows as you’re deciding things from the storyboards to when they air. Although you work with first-rate actors, The Simpsons is not known as the Dan Castellaneta show.




Mike Scully: It is among the writers. [laughter]




Patric M. Verrone: Let’s talk a little about the process.




Larry Wilmore: In the live-action sitcom world everything takes place in a week. Once you have the script, you table that on a Monday with the actors; they sometimes rehearse that day; sometimes they don’t. Tuesday is a full rehearsal with the run-through for the producers of the show. Wednesday is another rehearsal with a run-through for producers, the network, and the studio. Notes are given on both of those nights. Thursday’s a camera-block day, and Friday you shoot it. As a writer you’re pretty much done after that week. Anything after that–in terms of cutting the show–is done by the exec producer. But it’s really made on the floor in front of the audience, as opposed to the editing room. In animation you don’t know if it’s funny until nine months later when someone watches it at home.




Mike Scully: You’re basically getting those same five days, but they’re spread over nine months. You’re always working on seven or eight different episodes at the same time, which are in different stages of production.




Patric M. Verrone: Is that an advantage or disadvantage?




Patric M. Verrone, Futurama supervising producer, shown here in the official Futurama writers’ uniform.    “Eight years ago, with the exception of Mike Scully, none of us was in animation. We were mostly variety writers, sitcom writers, a lawyer, a graduate student–whatever. Animation wasn’t hot. Eight years from now, where will we all be?”

–Patric M. Verrone




Seth MacFarlane: I think it’s an advantage. You have the chance to go back four months later and look at a scene and maybe you have an idea that you didn’t have early on; you think, Oh God, this is what I should’ve done here. On a live-action show it would be over, but in an animated show you can go back in at the animatic stage–and you can go in again to a limited extent at the color stage–and rewrite it. The animatic stage is the first time that we actually see an animated show screened. Prior to that we receive storyboards from the artists, we give notes, and we do whatever redrawing needs to be done. Then we screen the animatic, which is basically a very limited version of what the show will ultimately look like. It’s basically a video–a shot version of the storyboard drawings. We do a rewrite, depending on what jokes work and what jokes don’t work. Then it gets shipped over to Korea or to the Philippines or Portland, depending on where the studio is. We get it back 12 weeks later, and we see it in color. Then you get another chance to go in to do another set of rewrites–to a much more limited extent because it’s more expensive at that stage. So you really can look at it with a fresh eye twice after you do the script.




Patric M. Verrone: Steve, is there something unique about The PJs that you can add to the mix?




Steve Tompkins: Yeah, just about every advantage that cel animation has is a disadvantage in stop-motion animation. Because it’s filmed, and the backgrounds and the subjects are married together, we’re much more limited in our ability to cycle the animation and the mouth movements. So we have a very limited capacity for looping. However, looping is the only tool we do have, so we use it as much as we can. I remember from working at The Simpsons and The Critic that a lot of times the show would come back with anywhere from 100 to 400 extra feet on it. On PJs we sometimes have 15 frames extra. So it only runs three seconds over, to be liberal. And several times we’ve come up short. That means you’re pretty much going to keep everything that was shot in some form. So it’s up to you to spit and polish it as best you can.




Larry Wilmore: Our show has all the limitations of animation, but all the limitations of live-action, too. [laughter]




“I think the main reason we did this animation is because I would never do God or the devil or go to hell on a live-action show”

–Matthew Carlson




Patric M. Verrone: Let me turn to Matthew here because you are from a sitcom background. This is your first animated show. Did you find working in animation invigorating or not?




Matthew Carlson: For me it was very invigorating because I just came off a miserable experience on Men Behaving Badly. That was one of the reasons I was drawn to do animation to begin with. It was a great freedom for me not to be working with actors, although we have great actors and I love working with them.




Richard Appel: With animation there are no dressing rooms for the actors to lock themselves in.




Patric M. Verrone: Let me turn to Seth then and ask for your perspective. Your background was with Hanna-Barbera, which uses a different process. Can you elaborate on that?




Seth MacFarlane: There are luxuries that we have, working on a primetime animated show, that we did not have at Hanna-Barbera. I had never heard of doing rewrites after color footage came back from overseas. In primetime animation there’s just more money, there’s more time, and you have more writers.




Patric M. Verrone: This raises an interesting question. They often call television a writer’s medium–particularly when compared to features. And it seems that animation is even more of a writer’s medium than sitcoms and hourlongs.




Seth MacFarlane: That’s right. I don’t, for instance, think The Simpsons ever would’ve been as funny as it is if Disney had animated it. There’s a charm to the simplicity of it. We notice that primetime shows, with the possible exception of The PJs, tend to be very simplistic; they look more like doodles. Whereas all the Saturday-morning shows tend to look much slicker. I don’t know why exactly, but the look of primetime shows, their simplicity and limited animation, tend to appeal to more mature teen and adult viewers.




Steve Tompkins, Larry Wilmore

“‘White people can drink beer but black people can’t drink beer?’ And this was their response: ‘Yeah, but those are just cartoons. Your show is real.’ What do you mean our show is real? They actually said, ‘Your show is real!'”

–Larry Wilmore




Patric M. Verrone: With that in mind, let me turn to David and ask about Futurama, where we try very hard to make what is actually unlimited animation resemble the limited animation.




David X. Cohen: One of the interesting things about our animation is that we strive to give it the sort of hand-drawn look, even though there are usually several computer-animated scenes in every episode. It’s interesting that some of the highest-tech animation being done is being employed to make good stuff look bad. There’s something funny about Matt Groening’s hand-drawn style, so a lot of effort goes into making a spaceship have an overbite that matches his drawings. The more you work with editing the more you realize that people’s attention is so drawn to the face of the character talking that they don’t generally notice that the rest of the scene might be literally frozen stiff. You grow to love those scenes where everything is frozen stiff because then you have remarkable editing possibilities on the one thing that is moving. People are so trained to focus on the face of the person speaking that you can get away with murder.




Larry Wilmore: Ironically, we do the opposite on The PJs. We try to make our world as detailed and realistic and dense as possible. In 3-D the more real it looks the more heightened the comedy is. In fact, at one point we had a “meeting” with the NAACP about our show, and they were arguing over our character drinking beer. We showed them the Family Guy pilot, and I said, “Look how much beer this guy is drinking. Look how much beer Homer Simpson drinks. King of the Hill, for chrissakes. White people can drink beer, but black people can’t drink beer?” And this was their response: “Yeah, but those are just cartoons. Your show is real.” What do you mean our show is real? They actually said, “Your show is real!” It actually had that effect on them. They thought our Thurgood could just walk across the table and grab a beer. So it’s funny that our show takes the opposite approach to that.




Mike Scully: But at the same time I think you’re under the obligation to take advantage of the fact that you’re animated. At the end of each episode, you shouldn’t look at it and say, “We could’ve done this exact same show live-action.” There should be a point to being animated. A lot of times a script will come in, and even if it’s in good shape, we’ll realize it could just be done live-action. So we’ll deliberately go in and insert some dream sequences or flashbacks or something that you just couldn’t do on a live-action show.




“‘Simpsons’ is one of the only sitcoms that has just one story going through it. I think it kind of helps on an animated show because you can really look at all the angles of a specific story and not be confined by things like sets.”

–Seth MacFarlane




David X. Cohen: There’s also an amount of physical comedy you can do. Homer would have a lot of brain damage by now if he were an actor. So it’s kind of interesting that it’s a writer’s medium, yet you’re often writing these fairly visual, slapsticky kind of jokes.




Mike Scully: Yeah, we’re going to do one next year that we’re working on right now where Homer goes on a hunger strike. What we want to do is have the weight coming off in weird places. His neck is getting very skinny. But he always has the gut, no matter what. You could never do that joke in live-action.




Patric M. Verrone: As I look around this room, virtually every one of these shows, with the possible exception of Futurama and King of the Hill, has had some big problem with a group of people who have found the show objectionable in one respect or another.




Matthew Carlson: I think the main reason we did this animation is because I would never do God or the devil or go to hell on a live-action show–although I have. I expected the Christian right–Falwell and those people–would get upset any time you put God in any kind of comedy. These self-appointed moral watchdogs are always barking. But I was surprised to see affiliates actually take this up. That was really shocking to me.




Mike Scully: Especially when you’re leaving Veronica’s Closet on.




Larry Wilmore: You should have called it Suddenly Satan.




Mike Scully: You know, The Simpsons might actually be the only show on TV now that has a minister as a regular cast member.




"A lot of times a script will come in, and even if it's in good shape, we'll realize it could just be done live-action. So we'll deliberately go in and insert some dream sequences or flashbacks or something that you just couldn't do on a live-action show, just to take advantage of the fact that we're animated."




–Mike Scully




Richard Appel: That was your demographic.




Mike Scully: You want to get that religious audience. We get our share of letters because, like Matthew said, the minute you say God and put Him in any context, people just get uptight.




David X. Cohen: There was one great letter when I was writing for The Simpsons. Some joke had been made about the Protestant Reformation on the Halloween show–




Richard Appel: –Always a go-to category for humor, the Protestant Reformation.




David X. Cohen: And this letter came from Father Somebody on this church letterhead, First Church of Somewhere or Other, and it started, “I saw this joke about the Protestant Reformation . . .” I was getting ready for one of the standard complaints, but it went on, “. . . and I have to say I was roaring with laughter. Good work, and kudos to your whole staff.” We had it posted for a year or so.




Richard Appel: We do well if we just stick pretty closely to the 24-episode suggestions we get from the network. We have an episode coming up where Bobby is mistaken for a reincarnated lama–




Mike Scully: Oh, shoot! You guys are doing that, too? I’ve always tried to point out to people who do complain about the religious jokes on the show, that The Simpsons are actually one of the few families on TV that you see going to church every week–outside of maybe Seventh Heaven, where that’s his job. But they do go every week. Marge goes willingly. Homer goes grudgingly, but he goes. There’s something to be said for that.




Patric M. Verrone: Do you ever get some indication from network that you should be writing for a specific demographic, or do you try and appeal to as wide an audience as you can?




Mike Scully: In the beginning when Jim Brooks, Matt Groening, and Sam Simon set The Simpsons up at Fox, they established the principle of “no network or studio notes.” So we really operate pretty independently, and we just do whatever we think is funny. We don’t specifically target groups, but if you look at the history of The Simpsons, Bart carried it for the first couple years, and then gradually, as the adults started to watch the show, Homer evolved as the real star. That’s what happens with animation.




Our Gang Comedy

Moderator Patric M. Verrone won an Emmy for Muppets Tonight! (1997) and was also Emmy-nominated for Futurama (1999) and The Tonight Show With Johnny Carson. Verrone wrote and co-produced The Critic (1993–95), was a staff writer on The Tonight Show (1987–90) and is currently supervising producer of the hybrid computer-traditional animated series Futurama.




Mike Scully has written on The Simpsons for eight seasons, executive-produced it for four, won three Emmys and two nominations for that work, and currently executive-produces that perennial Fox hit series. He began as a writer on the 1986 syndicated Yakov Smirnoff sitcom What a Country and also worked on Eddie Murphy Television’s 1991–92 CBS show The Royal Family. Currently he is doing a live-action Fox sitcom pilot starring comic Robert Schimmel.




Richard Appel won two Emmys for The Simpsons (from 1995–98, rising to co-executive producer) and another for the Texas-accented animated series King of the Hill, which he has executive-produced for the past two seasons.




David X. Cohen developed and executive-produces Futurama (1998–2000), for which he was Emmy-nominated, and garnered two Emmys and two more nominations for The Simpsons.




Steve Tompkins began as a staff writer on In Living Color (1989–93), earned an Emmy and a nomination for The Simpsons (1994–98) and was nominated again in 1999 for The PJs, which he co-created and executive-produces. He has also written for Everybody Loves Raymond, Working, The Edge, and The Critic.




Matthew Carlson, who garnered the Humanitas Prize and two Emmy nominations for writing The Wonder Years (1988–90), was recently executive producer of God, the Devil and Bob, which was dropped by a few outraged NBC affiliates in the religious heartland and then cancelled by the network. Since 1990 Carlson has created and executive produced four live-action series: ABC’s Camp Wilder (1992–93) and Townies (1996–97), CBS’s The Boys are Back (1994), and NBC’s Men Behaving Badly (1996–98). He also wrote the comedy screenplay Wagons East (1994).




Larry Wilmore is executive producer and co-creator of 

The PJs, for which he was Emmy-nominated last year. Wilmore began as a standup comic but has written and produced six series since 1991, including In Living Color (1991–94); Sister, Sister (1993–95); Fresh Prince of Bel Air (1995–96); The Jamie Foxx Show (1996–97); and Teen Angel (1997-98).




Seth MacFarlane, who began his career with Hanna-Barbera, created and executive produces The Family Guy (1998–2000), which earned him an Annie nomination. After MacFarlane refused to change the name of a Family Guy character, his former headmaster (an Episcopal clergyman) successfully pressured several companies to pull their ads from the show.




David X. Cohen: We’re really only writing for adults. Matt Groening’s theory is that when you do an animated show you get the kids for free, and they are yours to lose. But as long as you don’t do anything to get rid of them, they’re there. It’s the nature of our show, Futurama, that there’s a lot of stuff in there that kids are interested in–rockets and robots and monsters and stuff. So really, just by virtue of the subject matter, we’ve got the kids. We aim the jokes and the storylines more at adults.




Patric M. Verrone: Let’s change gears a little bit. How does one get into this business?




Steve Tompkins: I’ve always heard people say, “Write a primetime spec.” They’re still looking for the best quality writer.




Larry Wilmore: It’s also smart, especially if you’re trying to break in, to write several specs that cover different styles of shows. If you write a Frasier, also write a Raymond, so they can see your different writing styles.




Richard Appel: I was at The Simpsons probably nine months before I was assigned a script, and I was happy that it was that long because it’s a very easy show to write badly. People tend to think that if there are no rules, you can do just about anything. I believe that I could not have written a good spec King of the Hill or Simpsons or any of the shows around this table unless I had spent a few months trying to get the sensibility of the show and seeing what the rules are in those worlds–because they do have rules.




David X. Cohen: One thing I’ve noticed just repeatedly, in the animation spec scripts I get, is that people have a tendency to assume that because it’s animated, they can go in 18 different directions, bouncing from one incident to another, and they don’t really need a solid A-story. To a lot of people who watch casually, that’s what the show is. But if you actually study The Simpsons or read the scripts or put some thought into it, you realize that 98 percent of the time it has a very solid A-story.




Seth MacFarlane: It’s one of the only sitcoms that has just one story going through it. I think it kind of helps on an animated show because you can really look at all the angles of a specific story and not be confined by things like sets.




Richard Appel: Is your show a three-act show or a two-act show?




Matthew Carlson: A three-act show.




Richard Appel: I know the rest are too, and I think that’s a hard script to write. We’ll write the first act break with a twist that we love, and then for months we’re just trying to break the next twist that could end the second act, and we haven’t yet cracked it. If it were a two-act show, I’d feel much better about it.




Mike Scully: One of the most common mistakes I see is when people submit a Friends or Seinfeld spec script that has three or four storylines going at once. The odds of you writing four great, solid stories to go through your spec script are so slim that you’re better off just coming up with a solid A and maybe a B, and that’s it. Try to write those funny instead of trying to juggle multiple storylines.




David X. Cohen: The other thing I tell people is that they literally wouldn’t believe the number of man-hours that go into one of these scripts. You have 10 experienced writers sitting around a table for a week or more, for 10 hours each day, in addition to someone spending several weeks writing a script and a group of people pitching out the story and giving the jokes. So the number of man-hours is tremendous–greatly exceeding the amount of time one person could put into a spec script.




Larry Wilmore: The first thing that I’ll notice about a bad script is where the writer doesn’t really pay attention to who the character is. They’ll write things that aren’t true to that character. A lot of people think what matters most is how funny the jokes are, but it really isn’t. It’s how well you know these characters and how well you’re writing the character. You can write a page full of straight lines, but if it’s really that character, it can be real interesting. (I don’t suggest doing that, of course.) Make the terms funny as well as the jokes. With the three-act structure, it’s really like writing a mini-movie. You need interesting turns–positive-negative, negative-positive–to make it real interesting. Whereas in live-action, the actors’ performances really make a difference in the entertainment value of the show. Lacking actors, we tend to write more realistically, making it more about behavior. The words our characters say are much more important than in live-action. The script is king, and we really don’t allow ad-libbing.




Mike Scully: Animated comedy writing is really all about the characters and having a solid story. In spec scripts you have to have a real solid story, with a strong emotional through-line. You have to have really good jokes, too, but that’s like third on the list. Finally, it has to be less than 50 pages.




Patric M. Verrone: Let me touch on the subject that’s important to the Guild and its members these days, which is the diversity issue, both onscreen and behind the screen.




Mike Scully: In terms of behind the camera, I know NBC has made a deal where if your show is on after one year, it’s mandatory you hire a minority writer–and the network pays for it. I just feel that’s not the way I would want to be hired on a show. Writing truly is color-blind and ethnic backgroundblind. When you’re opening a script up, you have no idea who wrote it. They’re not color-coded or stamped when they come over. You just want the best person for the job–as clichéd as that sounds. I don’t know what the statistics are in terms of minority writers, but I think when you start making it a forced thing, it’s the wrong answer. That being said, if I read a couple scripts that I liked equally and met the writers and one of them happened to be a member of a minority, I might lean that way a little because opening the door up is a good thing to do. But then at that point you’re hiring a qualified person.




Larry Wilmore: The biggest thing about diversity is getting exposure to a wide range of writers. I am a black writer, and I’ve worked on a lot of black shows, so I knew a few more people who I thought might be good for our show, and I was able to hire them. The animation world is not really clique-y, so you do know a lot of different people. It’s a world that’s built on respect for your writing ability–more so than on any type of TV show, I believe. I feel I could probably go to any animated show today because people know who I am. And fortunately, the writers who’ve worked for me might have that opportunity, too, which I think is great. You succeed by getting a good reputation. I completely agree with what Mike said, that it should completely be a meritocracy, with jobs going to the best scriptwriter. I’d say that about 40 percent of the PJs writers are African-American. I don’t think there are any black writers on any other animated shows, and there are not many women either. We have always joked about the diversity of our crew because, like the Ark, we had two virgins, two transplantees (one had a kidney transplant and one had a lung transplant), two orthodox-religious people (one an Orthodox Jew and the other a born-again Christian), two brothers, and two gay people. We had just about everything, but it was all by accident. We didn’t try to do that.




Patric M. Verrone: Well, the clock on the wall seems to indicate the time is running out. I’m mostly impressed that we were able to get each of the six families into the same room and there was no assassination attempt. So that being said, the Writers Guild and I thank you all for being here. Keep writing.
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Castle Bernau small castle view in Upper Austria dates back to the 12th century. It has changed hands quite a few times during its long history, endured a great fire in 1609 and metamorphosed significantly, each new owner apparently adding what he liked, walling off rooms and creating new ones. The castle did not always have a moat. That was probably added in the 16th century, maybe after the fire? Four towers were constructed at the corners and in the SW tower, a chapel was installed. When it was consecrated and when it was dissolved, cannot be pinpointed exactly, but a two-story chapel with a vaulted ceiling is mentioned in the handwritten annals around 1600.




In the 19th century, a solid floor/ceiling was constructed, dividing the tall space into a storage room on the ground floor and a sitting room above. The walls were plastered with many thick layers and the little church forgotten. Except for one single telltale sign, nothing even hinted at the fact that there was once a chapel in the building.




Anton Krajnc, who had been spending his summers at the castle since 1985, saw the sign: a small angel’s head relief above the only oval window out of sixty-five in the entire building. He began to investigate and read a lot of old documents, where he found positive proof: the chapel’s existence was no longer a rumour. At that time the new owners, who had acquired the castle with land they bought, began to renovate it. Moved by their resident artist’s enthusiasm, they asked him to revitalize the chapel.




Krajnc decided to paint real frescoes, a technique, which he had learned, while studying at Accademia Raffaello in URBINO, Italy, gaining hands-on experience helping with the painting and restoration of frescoes in several churches of the region. Making real frescoes is much more demanding than the mere painting of murals on dry walls, and yielding much longer lasting and much more luminous images.




The term “fresco”fresco animals should only be used to describe the traditional buon fresco technique: painting upon a wet, freshly prepared section of lime-plaster wall with pigments ground in water only, then mixed with lime-water for painting. When the plaster dries, it sets with a rocklike cohesion and the pigments dry with it as an integral part of the surface. Sounds complicated? Well, it is. And strenuous.

Think of months spent balancing on scaffolding, painting above your head,chapel ceiling stretching or crouching in various uncomfortable and not undangerous positions… working continuously until the plaster sets and having to stop when it does! – Hopefully looking at a perfect “giornata”. What you don’t like, cannot be corrected. Except by taking hammer and chisel and removing the whole plaster section, and starting over. But it can also be quite exhilarating. Because this ancient technique allows the artist to create images, which he can guarantee for about 500 years. Give or take a few hundred.




Krajnc uses pure color pigments that come in so many shades that the shop in Munich, where they can be bought, looks like a candy-store for artists. Mixed with lime-water, they coat each and every grain of sand in the plaster the paint is applied to, thus creating the extra brilliance associated with frescoes and ensuring their lasting beauty. As the surface dries, a waterproof layer forms, protecting the painting and sealing it in.




It took three summers, from 1993-1996 to remove the added ceiling, prepare the walls, sculpt light-fixtures and paint the original vaulted ceiling and five walls, all over 27feet high, curved and meeting at odd angles (remember, the towers were added to the building much later.)




The images on the walls attest to Krajnc’ study of comparative religions and mythologies. He had free hand in making this a unique and special space, depicting scenes of peace and beauty, like the South wall showing Adam Naming the AnimalsAdam’s hand (there are 52 of them!) or controversy, like the Expulsion from Paradiselightning and the Resurrection Wall, with painted quotes in homage to Piero della Francesca,sleeping guard one of Krajnc’ favorite Old Masters.




The frescoes were completed in 1996. The chapel itself was dedicated in August 1997, by Abbot Oddo of Kremsmünster (a famous nearby abbey and school with its own planetarium and collection of rare books and art) and Fischlham’s own priest, Pater Gregor. It will be mainly used for small weddings and baptisms. the first ones already took place on August 8th! As it is situated in Austria, it is basically Catholic, but will be open to all faiths. If you’d like to visit, or want to plan a special ceremony there, you will need to contact the owners, since it is in a private castle. For information on how to reach them or how to get there from Vienna (2 hours by car) or Salzburg (1 hour by car), just ask.key




Some of the finishing touches, designed and in part also executed by Krajnc:




the pipe-organ was hand-built near Munich, Germany, by Hubertus Graf Kerssenbrock. Krajnc added his own lime wood carvings to the wooden housing and made the “wings” (doors that can be closed);
 the wrought iron door was forged by husband-and-wife-team Anna and Wolfgang Auer in Braunau am Inn, Austria, whom Krajnc joined for several weeks in the spring of 1997, to learn the craft and add his own personal touches to the iron work: birds, leaves and hearts and a special lock and key to the door;
 the floor was laid with slabs of slate salvaged from another church, following Krajnc’ design of a labyrinth, leading to the octagonal marble baptismal font (an antique piece) and from there to the altar; the altar stone, of Adneter marble (found near Salzburg), was carved by Anton with ecumenical images and securely fastened to the wall of the chapel, creating a free-form altar table, upon which a candle and a vase of white flowers will always stand next to a photograph of Doris Handlbauer, to whose memory the chapel is dedicated.
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Moneeka C was born in Caracas, Venezuela, where she lived until the age of 12. She studied art in Italy, the United States and France. Her work has evolved in direct proportion to her travels.




At the onset of her career, the artist studied various artistic styles. While working in France, she started painting “en-plein-air”. But these were cold works, images of a reality too narrow for her, too enclosed.




In Moneeka’s current works there are some elements reminiscent of the fauvist movement, such as the use of dark contours and strong primary colors together with a cubist touch.




In her paintings, Moneeka  tries to depict a way out from the dark issues of life – a path of hope through color. She uses strong primary colors (reds of fruit and birds, blues and greens of jungles and seas). These hues bring forth optimism in a world filled with too much negativity. 




“My artworks speak out against fear, rage and negativity. I want people to look at them and feel happy.”

Her art pieces belong to a number of private collectors in the United States, Spain, Italy and Venezuela. 

The artist lives and works in Rome, but travels to several countries to organize her art exhibitions and get inspired!




“I always discover colors while traveling, and without even noticing they begin spreading on the canvas… Art is an infinite trip into color.”

In a few words, Moneeka  C defines her art. But to understand the artist, we need to appreciate the importance of color and traveling.




“It’s as if I were constantly traveling, even when I am in one place. My paintings keep me moving. They are the bridge between everything I have seen and experienced, they are the key to my memories, the encounters I could not be detached from.”




“Despite the fact that life is often challenging, I try to see the positive side of life… Art is a path out of difficulty, a way to minimize harsh moments.”




Her productions embrace the idea of traveling and express the stages that each of us goes through in life. The paintings are divided into separate panels: single pieces, stages. Each can be appreciated as single moments and unique events as well as something bigger and complete.




The artist invites everyone to enjoy her unique artwork, to walk through memories and past experiences and explore new paths on this wonderful 

Trip into Color.
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Arthouse52 goes from strength to strength. Our moving problems have all been solved and we remain in the best little locality in Manchester. Chorlton that is. Apologies to all non Chorltonians for we’re sure you love your little part of the planet as much as we do. Gwyn is currently working on a commission for clients in America.





The other interesting thing is a new collection of work Gwyn is putting together, of rehearsals. Dance being the predominant theme at the moment (see work in progress). Gwyn is passionate about dance and movement. Our thanks to the important people who will make this project a success, the dancers that is. We will be taking shots and  producing works with the help of the staff and pupils at one of the best establishments in England, The Northern Ballet School, where all aspects of dance, modern, classical and experimental, are undertaken. 
 Gwyn and James – Taken at an NSPCC fundraising event. A charity dear to Gwyn’s heart.




Our recent superb weather induced Gwyn to take up pretending to be a garden gnome and she went fishing in her sister’s ornamental pond. Needless to say she caught nothing!
  
 A section of the Chorlton gallery is currently devoted to Rob Whitrow. Rob Whitrow is a full member of the Association of Photographers and has won 10, SUN (Shot Up North) awards in total. Two in 1998, five in 99 and two in 2000 and another in 2002. Rob is a specialist at shooting people and portraiture, taking on commissions with a varied feel, ranging from reportage through to heavily briefed, lit works. Whether on location or in a studio environment he is a skilled image manipulator and lith printer who has been shooting for over 15 years. During which time he has photographed people who have much, and people who have nothing. It is the diversity of his work and commissions that keep him interested and inspired.Rob has won another three “Shot up North” (SUN) awards this year.
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